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OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN, AO, OBE is an Englishborn, Australian-raised singer and actress and
philanthropist.

Don’t Stop Believin’
Olivia Newton-John

Pub date: September 2018
Format: 336pp – 153mm x 234mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: North America (Simon & Schuster),
United Kingdom (Simon & Schuster), Germany (Koch
International)
Imprint: Viking Australia

The long-awaited memoir of Australia’s sweetheart,
Olivia Newton-John, covering everything from
Grease to her journeys with cancer to her tireless
charity work.

My mantra is simple: Don’t stop believin’!
For more than five decades Olivia Newton-John
has been one of our most successful and adored
entertainers. A four-time Grammy Award winner,
she is one of the world’s best-selling recording
artists of all time, with more than 100 million
albums sold. Her starring roles in the iconic
movies Grease and Xanadu catapulted her into
super stardom. Her appeal as a performer is
timeless.
In addition to her music and screen successes,
Olivia is perhaps best known for her strength,
courage and grace. After her own personal
journeys with cancer, she has thrived and
become an inspiration for millions around the
world. A tireless advocate for countless charities,
her true passion is as the founding champion
of the Olivia Newton-John Cancer Wellness &
Research Centre in her hometown of Melbourne.
Olivia has always radiated joy, hope and
compassion – determined to be a force for good
in the world. Now she is sharing her journey,
from Melbourne schoolgirl to international
superstar, in this deeply personal book. Warm,
candid and moving, Don’t Stop Believin’ is Olivia
Newton-John’s story in her own words for the
very first time.
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With a career spanning over five decades with
more than 100 million albums sold, Olivia’s
successes include four Grammys, numerous
Country Music, American Music, Billboard and
People’s Choice Awards, an Emmy Award, ten
#1 hits and more than fifteen top 10 singles.
She also scored another #1 hit, this time on the
Billboard Dance Club Songs chart, with ‘You
Have to Believe’, a duet with her daughter Chloe
Lattanzi – becoming the first mother/daughter
duo to top this Billboard chart.
In 1978, her co-starring role with John Travolta in
Grease catapulted Olivia into super-stardom and
to date it remains the most successful movie
musical of all time. In 2018 the film celebrates its
40th anniversary.
Olivia has been a long-time activist for
environmental and animal rights issues.
Her personal journeys with cancer led her to
announce her partnership with Austin Health
and the creation of the Olivia Newton-John
Cancer Wellness & Research Centre (ONJCWC)
on the Austin Campus in her hometown of
Melbourne.
She also co-owns the award-winning Gaia
Retreat & Spa near Byron Bay.

Sales Points
• Olivia Newton-John’s starring roles in films
like Grease and Xanadu established her as an
international superstar, and she’s continued
to be enormously popular – for example, her
Christmas album with John Farnham went
platinum barely a month after release at the end
of 2016.
• She’s as beloved for her strength of character
and her fantastic charity work, particularly with
the Olivia Newton-John Cancer and Wellness
Centre here in Melbourne, as she is for her
music and her acting. $1 from every hardback
sold will go to the Centre.
• Olivia’s always been quite carefully guarded
about her personal life, which is part of the
reason she hasn’t written a memoir until now.
Her fans have been waiting for this.
• 2018 is the 40th anniversary year for Grease
and Olivia turns 70 in September.
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Babies & Toddlers
is a fully revised and
updated edition of
the international
bestselling title,
Kidwrangling.

Babies & Toddlers
Kaz Cooke

Pub date: November 2018
Format: 536pp - 188mm x 229mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: Original edition Kidwrangling
Spain (Ediciones B, S.A), United Kingdom (Penguin
Random House), Poland (Wydawnictwo Insignis),
North America (Ten Speed Press), United Kingdom
(Rough Guides), France (Editions Leduc), China (Tianjin
Publishing House)
Imprint: Viking Australia

The must-have manual on the care of babies and
toddlers, from Australia’s most loved and trusted
voice on health and life stages.

KAZ COOKE is a bestselling author and
cartoonist whose books have informed and
tickled Australians and New Zealanders for more
than twenty years.
Her books include Up the Duff: The Real Guide
to Pregnancy, Babies & Toddlers: The Sequel
to Up the Duff, Girl Stuff 8-12, Girl Stuff: Your
Full-on Guide to the Teen Years - all updated
each year; Women’s Stuff, the children’s picture
books Wanda Linda Goes Beserk and The
Terrible Underpants, and the novel Ada. With a
background in journalism, she’s a mum who
enjoys reseach, toast and having a good lie
down. kazcooke.com.au

Sales Points
•

This book is a bible on the care of babies
and toddlers. With the help of medical and
other experts, Kaz’s positive, encouraging
and practical information helps readers
navigate the joys, challenges and
responsibilities of parenthood – with just the
right dash of irreverence and humour.

•

From caring for a newborn to toilet-training
and taming tantrums, Babies & Toddlers:
The Sequel to Up the Duff covers every topic
pertinent to the care of children from zero to
three, including advice on food, sleep, play
and establishing routines, what to expect at
different stages of development and upto-date information on immunisation and
illnesses.

•

Kaz has an excellent media profile and is a
trusted voice. Up the Duff, Women’s Stuff,
Girl Stuff and Girl Stuff 8-12 are all top sellers;
Babies & Toddlers is the natural progression
for readers of Up the Duff.

•

Kaz Cooke’s titles have been published in
North America, the United Kingdom, France,
Poland, Spain, China, Brazil, Lithuania, Italy,
Germany, Czech Republic, Hungary and
Greece.

•

Coming in October 2019, the fully revised
and updated edition of Kaz Cooke’s iconic
internationally bestselling title, Up the Duff.

Now you have a baby, what are you going to do
with it?!
Kaz Cooke, the author of the bestselling
pregnancy book Up the Duff, has you covered
from your very first day with a baby.
With reassuring info, helpful suggestions,
answers to your worries and quotes from
Australian parents, Babies & Toddlers is backed
by the professional advice of more than thirty
medical and other experts.
*crying * sleeping * breastfeeding * bottlefeeding * health & body image for new mums
* coping * developmental milestones * eating
* common illnesses * fun stuff * safety * toilet
training * tantrums (theirs and yours) * extra
stuff for dads * and much, much more.
Fun, practical and updated every year, Babies &
Toddlers has everything you need to know about
looking after babies and toddlers.
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Fly!: Life Lessons From the
Cockpit of QF32
Richard de Crespigny

Pub date: September 2018
Format: 304pp – 153mm x 234mm
Rights held: World
Imprint: Viking Australia

When you need to step up, what will you do?

On 4 November 2010, thousands of feet above
the air in Singapore, a catastrophic explosion
rocked an A380 flight en route to Sydney. In the
cockpit, Captain Richard de Crespigny and his
team worked tirelessly to land the plane safely,
two hours after it took off. Not one of the 460
passengers or crew were injured. What could
have been an utter disaster was avoided due to
quick thinking, stellar teamwork, resilience and
quality leadership in a crisis situation.
Broken into ten chapters, FLY! addresses critical
elements that will build resilience, and can
be taken into both professional and personal
settings. From leadership to managing a crisis,
the importance of learning from mistakes,
failing well and Post-Traumatic Stress, each
chapter also contains a handy checklist to
summarise key points and learnings. Using
local and international case studies, Richard’s
insights and techniques obtained over a fourdecade-long career in aviation, and interviews
with international names such as Capt. Chesley
‘Sully’ Sullenberger and Gene Kranz, FLY! will
enable everybody to perform at their best and
succeed in any situation.
Says Richard: In these pages I delve into the
elements of my own resilience, the ability to
absorb, adapt and recover from difficulties.
Offering lessons from my 40+ years of experience
in high-stakes situations, I dissect and analyse
the underlying thinking, systems, procedures and
skills that ensured no lives were lost that day. My
aim is to show you how to develop your resilience
and sharpen your skills to enable you to deal with
whatever life throws at you.
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In 2010 RICHARD CHAMPION DE CRESPIGNY
was the Captain on board Qantas flight QF32
when it suffered a catastrophic explosion. His
multi-award-winning and best-selling book
QF32 is a blow-by-blow story of what went right
when things went wrong in the air.
Richard still flies the Airbus A380 and now
also delivers presentations on the elements
of resilience (knowledge, training, experience,
teamwork, decision-making, crisis management,
post-traumatic stress and risk) to governments,
government agencies and Fortune 500
companies.
In the 2016 Australia Day Honours, Richard
was made a Member of the Order of Australia
(AM) for his significant service to the aviation
industry, both nationally and internationally,
particularly to flight safety and to the
community.

Endorsements for Fly!
‘Space flight by its nature involves complex,
time-critical decisions. By the time we finish
training they have acquired the resilience
needed for success. Fly! would be the primary
textbook for our training.’- GENE KRANZ,
FORMER NASA FLIGHT DIRECTOR
‘Fly! is an approachable, moving and powerful
book teaching leadership and resilience in
the face of risk, change, extreme complexity
and stress. Reading Fly! could change
your life.’ - SIMON HACKETT, INNOVATOR,
ENTREPRENEUR AND PILOT
‘From flight deck to everyday life, Fly! details the
hard-won lessons on dealing with crises, both
large and small. Richard de Crespigny faced
the ultimate test of his resilience in the form
of QF32 – one of the most amazing episodes
of teamwork and skill in aviation safety.’ - TIM
ROBINSON, EDITOR IN CHIEF OF AEROSPACE,
THE FLAGSHIP MAGAZINE OF THE ROYAL
AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY
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The Rescuers
Laura Greaves

Pub date: December 2018
Format: 320pp – 153mm x 234mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: Czech Republic (Grada)
Rights sold previous title: Dogs with Jobs:
United Kingdom (Orion Publishing Group), Mexico
(Editorial Planeta Mexicana), Hungary (Gabo Kiado)
Imprint: Michael Joseph Australia

Inspirational true stories of adopted dogs who have
rescued their owners.

Dogs are renowned for their loyalty, and those
saved from animal shelters or rescue groups
seem to be especially devoted to the humans
who have offered them a second chance. In this
extraordinary collection, meet the brave dogs
that have shown incredible courage – even
risking death – to protect their people.

LAURA GREAVES began her writing career
with a journalism cadetship on Adelaide’s daily
newspaper, The Advertiser. In 2001, her work
as the paper’s Youth Affairs Reporter earned
her both the South Australian and National
Young Journalist of the Year Awards. Laura has
also worked as a book publicist and editor of
a women’s magazine before striking out as a
freelance journalist in 2009. Laura’s previous
titles include Dogs with Jobs and Incredible Dog
Journeys, along with her fiction titles, Be My
Baby, The Ex-Factor and Two Weeks ‘til Christmas

Sales Points
•

From the author of Incredible Dog Journeys
and Dogs With Jobs, this is a third collection
of true stories about rescue dogs that have
gone on to rescue their owners right back.

•

This inspiring collection features stories
from across the world of some of the bravest
and most loyal dogs on the planet.

There’s Leala, the Staffy who raced for help when
her two-year-old owner fell in a dam; Buddy, the
labrador who licked his owner awake to save
her from a house fire; and Brian, the pitbull who
valiantly fought off three other dogs to protect
his owner.
From unforgettable moments of courage to
heart-warming tales of true loyalty, these are the
stories of some of the most heroic rescue dogs
in the world.
OVER 10
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NOVEMBER 2017
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New Jerusalem
Paul Ham

Pub date: October 2018
Format: 448pp – 153mm x 234mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold previous titles:
1914: The Year the Word Ended: United Kingdom (Penguin
Random House), Audio (Bolinda), Poland (Proszynski
Media)
Passchendaele: Requiem for Doomed Youth: United
Kingdom (Penguin Random House), Audio (Bolinda)
Sandakan: United Kingdom (Penguin Random House),
Audio (Bolinda)
Imprint: William Heinemann Australia

The short life and terrible death of Christendom’s
most defiant sect.

IN FEBRUARY 1534 a radical religious sect whose
disciples were being persecuted throughout
Europe seized the city of Münster, in the
German-speaking land of Westphalia.
They were convinced that they were God’s Elect,
specially chosen by the Almighty to be the first
to ascend to Paradise on Judgement Day, as told
in the Book of Revelation.
And it would all happen here, in ‘New Jerusalem’
(as they renamed the city), during Easter 1535,
when God and Christ would descend and usher
in the End Times. But the ‘Melchiorites’, as they
were called after their founding prophet, would
be well-prepared for Apocalypse, swiftly turning
the city into a Christian theocracy: they threw
out the Catholics and Lutherans, ‘rebaptised’
their followers, destroyed all old religious
icons, adopted a communist system of shared
property, and imposed a new law of polygamy
that compelled all women and girls who’d
reached puberty to marry.
Because women outnumbered men about three
times, many men had 3–5 wives. John of Leiden,
who proclaimed himself ‘king’ of New Jerusalem,
had 16 wives – all according to God’s exhortation
in Genesis to ‘go forth and multiply’.
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The backlash against the sect would be long and
brutal. The Catholic and Lutheran powers were
determined to make a terrible example of what
they saw as a dangerous mob of crazed heretics.
And so began the siege of Munster. For 18
months, the city was shut off from the world,
periodically attacked and then slowly starved.
And yet, for most of this time, the sect clung to
their faith with astonishing resilience, even as
they descended into hellish suffering.
New Jerusalem: Judgement Day 1535 is a story
of religious obsession and persecution, of
noble ideals trampled to dust, of slavish sexual
surrender . . . all in the name of Christ.
It tells of one of the first violent revolts of the
Reformation, which, together with the Peasants’
War of 1524–25, helped to ignite 110 years of
religious conflict that ended with the Treaty of
Westphalia in 1648.
The story holds a terrible fascination in our
own time, on the 500th anniversary of the
Reformation, scarred again by the return of
religious wars, of hatred and slaughter, all in the
name of a god or a faith.
PAUL HAM is the author of Hiroshima Nagasaki
(2011), Vietnam: The Australian War (2007) and
Kokoda (2004). Vietnam won the New South
Wales Premier’s Prize for Australian History and
was shortlisted for the Prime Minister’s Prize for
Non-Fiction (2008). Kokoda was shortlisted for
the Walkley Award for Non-Fiction and the New
South Wales Premier’s Prize for Non-Fiction.
Sandakan: The Untold Story of the Sandakan
Death Marches, was published in 2012 and was
been shortlisted for the 2013 Prime Minister’s
Literary Award for History. Paul Ham’s next book
was 1914: The Year The World Ended.
A former Sunday Times correspondent, with a
Master’s degree in Economic History from the
London School of Economics, Paul now devotes
most of his time to writing history. He lives in
Paris and Sydney with his family.
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A Zero Waste Life
Anita Vandyke

Pub date: July 2018
Format: 192pp
Rights held: World
Rights sold: Russia (Portal Publishing House),
Czech Republic (Alpha Books), China (Beijing United
Creadion Culture Media Co), Indonesia (PT Elex Media
Komputindo), Audio (Bolinda)
Imprint: Vintage Australia

Want to make a change but don’t know where to
start? The practical thirty-day guide to radically
reducing your waste by 80%, from waste warrior
Anita Vandyke.

Anita Vandyke wants to show you that by living
a zero waste life, you actually gain more - more
time, more money and more life. Her simple,
practical guide shows you how by changing
your daily habits you can eliminate plastic from
your life in thirty days. These are the inside tips
of a waste warrior, whose life has changed from
excess to eco-luxe.
A Zero Waste Life is a guide to the small changes
you can make to radically reduce your waste,
without losing your lifestyle. Based on thirty
lifestyle ‘rules’ and handy tips, this practical
book offers a fresh ‘can do’ approach to reducing
your waste and living a cleaner, kinder life. Isn’t
that what we all want – a life of happiness, a life
of luxury, a life that isn’t wasted?
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ANITA VANDYKE is a qualified rocket scientist
(graduated with a Bachelor of Engineering
– Aeronautical Space) and runs a successful
Instagram account about zero waste living.
She was born in Guangzhou, China, raised in
Australia and currently splits her time between
studying Medicine in Sydney, and living with
her husband in San Francisco. She regularly
blogs about her passions of zero waste switches,
minimalism, travel and all things green living.

Sales Points
•

Tips and tricks to reduce your rubbish by
80% in 30 days.

•

Be an everyday activist without losing your
lifestyle. You’ll gain more time, more money
and more life – and eliminate plastic from
your life.

•

Anita’s lifestyle changed from excess to
eco-luxe – she blogs about her journey on
Instagram @rocket_science to 15k followers
and has a weekly waste mindfulness
newsletter on her website: antiavandyke.com

•

Based on 30 lifestyle ‘rules’ and handy tips,
this practical book offers a fresh ‘can do’
approach to reducing your waste and living
a cleaner, kinder life.

•

Each day offers a reduced waste, low waste
and zero waste option, so you can go at your
own pace.

•

Anita is living proof that by living a zero
waste life, you actually gain more – more
time, more money and more life. Her style
is a wonderful mixture of everyday activism
and mindfulness, minimalism with a hint of
hygge lifestyle – eco-luxe.
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TARYN BRUMFITT is an internationally
recognised positive body-image activist leading
a global movement to shift the way women
think about their bodies, and in turn, feel about
themselves.

Embrace Yourself
Taryn Brumfitt

Pub date: September 2018
Format: 200pp
Rights held: World
Rights sold: Germany (Gräfe und Unzer Verlag GmbH)
Imprint: Penguin Life Australia

This book is for all those women who want
to learn how to let go of their negative bodyloathing practices and ‘embrace’ all that life has
to offer.

‘Your body is not an ornament – it is the vehicle
to your dreams.’ (Taryn Brumfitt)
When was the last time you wore a bikini without
a care in the world? Or participated in an activity
that gave you such a thrill you almost wet your
pants? (Or you actually did!)
Taryn Brumfitt –director of award-winning
documentary Embrace and fiercely passionate
champion of women – has inspired over a
million people across the world to embrace their
bodies. Her message is urgent, critical, and
incredibly inspiring. Learn to accept your body
for all the wonderful gifts it brings you and reject
the destructive fake images we are bombarded
with every day.

8

While contemplating impending plastic surgery
to improve her appearance post-pregnancy,
Taryn had a body-image epiphany. A mother of
three beautiful children, she wondered how on
earth she could teach them the fundamental
human right of accepting and loving one’s
body if she was uncomfortable in her very own.
Something had to change about her body, and
it wasn’t the way it looked. It was the way she
learnt to feel about it.
Having experienced the highs and lows of a
love/hate relationship with her body, Taryn has
an unwavering desire to share what she has
discovered on her personal journey. A desire to
teach not only her children, but the world, the
invaluable lesson that loving your body can
bring about happiness and change your life
forever.
Taryn’s message has reached over 100 million
people worldwide via social media and has seen
her interviewed by Good Morning America, 60
Minutes and The Today Show and featured of
the cover of Women’s Health and Fitness.
Taryn’s groundbreaking documentary,
Embrace, has been supported by the likes of
Rosie O’Donnell, Zooey Deschanel, Ashton
Kutcher and Ricki Lake after a whopping 8
million viewers were moved by its compelling
trailer.
She enjoys dancing like no one is watching
(even when people are), sipping on green
smoothies, kicking butt at karate and reading
books in a hammock from her hometown of
Adelaide, Australia.

Embrace Yourself is the ultimate ‘how to’ guide
to loving your body at every shape and size. Do
you hate your body and want to learn how to
let go of the unhappiness it brings? Do you just
want to reach a greater sense of body-loving
nirvana? If the answer is yes, then this book
might just change your life.

Sales Points
•

This is an inspirational health and wellbeing
book with a distinct and exciting new (body
positive!) message.

It’s time to access your joy. It’s time to Embrace
Yourself.

•

Author has a huge international following
and high media profile for her documentary,
Embrace, and her business, Body Image
Movement. She is described online as being
an ‘activist/media sensation’.

•

Taryn is hugely well connected with major
influencers around the world.

•

Embrace is the highest-grossing
documentary ever released in Australia and
also reached #1 in Germany.
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Wild Delicious
Amber Rose

Pub date: September 2018
Format: 272pp –190 x 250mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: The Netherlands (Karakter Uitgevers BV)
Rights sold previous titles: Love Bake Nourish Germany,
France, Italy, America, Singapore, South Africa.
Imprint: Random House New Zealand

Honest home cooking with healthy, delicious
ingredients.

Amber Rose believes a well-nourished life is
one filled with wholesome, delicious food that is
thoughtfully prepared and eaten with delight. In
Wild Delicious she returns to her roots, preparing
simple, nutritious recipes with ingredients
gathered from the gardens, orchards, fields and
ocean of her homeland.
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After several years living in the UK, Amber
takes delight in rediscovering the natural foods
she grew up with and using them to create
honest home cooking that is both delicious
and nourishing. Her recipes are fuss-free yet
impactful and celebrate the earth’s bounty.
AMBER ROSE is a food writer and cook who
grew up in rural New Zealand surrounded by
organic gardens and heritage produce. She has
traveled the world cooking and working in cafes,
and spent several years in the UK where she
authored two cookbooks.

Sales Points
•

Beautifully photographed and designed,
Wild Delicious promises to be one of the
most beautiful cookbooks of the year.

•

A handsome hardback with textured,
debossed cover and gorgeous photography.
A real statement book.

•

This book will appeal to the health
market without demanding lists of wacky
ingredients or complicated techniques.

•

Amber has travelled the world, cooking in
cafes and restaurants. She was a private
chef to Sadie Frost and Jude Law before
becoming a doula, providing nutritional and
cooking advice to new mums.

•

Love Bake Nourish has sold over 100, 000
copies worldwide
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The Cook’s Apprentice
Stephanie Alexander

Pub date: October 2018
Format: 576pp - 191mm x 250mm
Rights held: World
Imprint: Lantern Australia

For younger readers, the companion to Stephanie
Alexander’s classic work, The Cook’s Companion:
destined to be another go-to cookbook for families
across Australia.

The Cook’s Apprentice is the essential teaching
cookbook for the younger cook who’s just
starting out. This wonderful book is full to the
brim with everything new foodies need to know
to become relaxed and confident in the kitchen.

STEPHANIE ALEXANDER, AO, is regarded as
one of Australia’s great food educators. Her
reputation has been earned through her thirty
years as an owner-chef in several restaurants, as
the author of 15 influential books and hundreds
of articles about food matters, and for her
groundbreaking work in creating the Stephanie
Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation.
Stephanie’s fifth book, The Cook’s Companion, is
regarded as an Australian classic, and has sold
500,000 copies. In 2013 this monumental work,
in response to new technology, appeared as an
easy-to-use digital app.

Arranged alphabetically, The Cook’s Apprentice
includes 56 ingredient chapters – from Apples
to Zucchini – and more than 300 achievable
recipes ranging from classics every cook will
want to try to exciting new dishes that reflect
our diverse nation. Stephanie takes you into
her kitchen as she explains more than 100
important techniques in straightforward
language, discusses the kitchen tools she likes
to use, and describes ingredients you might not
know: How do I whisk eggs to soft peaks? What
does it mean to ‘make a well’ in dry ingredients?
Why should I roast spices? How do I prepare
fresh chillies safely? What is ‘resting meat’ and
why should I do it? How do I prepare a mango?
What flavours work well together? What is fresh
mozzarella? How do I say ‘quinoa’?
The Cook’s Apprentice gives all you new cooks
the inspiration you need for a lifetime of
enjoyment in the kitchen.

10
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Tobie Puttock
Foreword by
Jamie Oliver

Super
Natural
100 Easy Vegan Recipes

SuperNatural
Tobie Puttock

Pub date: October 2018
Format: 232pp - 210mm x 250mm
Rights held: World
Imprint: Lantern Australia

A beautiful collection of 100 simple, flavourfilled dishes that vegans, vegetarians and
flexitarians will love.
Whatever your reason for doing it, removing or
reducing animal products from your diet doesn’t
have to mean sacrificing on convenience or
flavour. Nor does it require obscure, expensive
ingredients or meat substitutes. By making
best use of fresh produce and unlocking the
versatility of plants, you can create simple and
delicious dishes while knowing that your food
choices are helping your health and the planet.

TOBIE PUTTOCK’S passion for organics,
sustainability, seasonality and ethical eating has
always been part of his cooking career. He is also
invested in social enterprise – he was head chef of
Jamie Oliver’s first Fifteen restaurant in London
and established the Australian branch of the
restaurant and charitable foundation upon his
return to Melbourne.
As well as spending over 20 years in restaurants,
Tobie has been a guest on some of Australia’s
favourite television programs, written for many
national food publications and appears regularly
at major food events around the country. At the
beginning of 2018, Tobie proudly accepted the role
of Creative Director of Jamie’s Ministry of Food
Australia, where he focuses on helping even more
Australians to eat a healthy and balanced diet.
SuperNatural is Tobie’s fifth cookbook, based on
his huge love of quality plant-based cooking.

Drawing on years of expertise as a professional
chef, Tobie Puttock turns to plant-based cooking
to bring you 100 recipes for a reliable repertoire
of weekday and weekend meals that are free of
meat, fish, dairy and eggs. Easy and satisfying,
this is naturally healthy food that just happens
to be vegan – from adaptations of classic
favourites such as banana bread, shepherd’s
pie and chocolate brownies, to recipes inspired
by Tobie’s travels and clever new ways of using
everyday ingredients.
You don’t need a label for the way you eat. You
just need SuperNatural.

11
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Cellar Bar

As Guy says, ‘The aim of the food is not to just have
you leave feeling full, but it’s also to have you feel
fulfilled.’

Pub date: October 2018
Format: 224pp - 218mm x 275mm
Rights held: World
Imprint: Lantern Australia

Now you can take this feeling home and nourish
your friends and family with 80 simple, delicious,
authentic Italian recipes.

Guy Grossi

Guy Grossi shares all your favourite classic Italian
recipes from Melbourne’s beloved institution, The
Cellar Bar.

The Cellar Bar, a Melbourne institution since the
1950s, has always been synonymous with Italian
dining. The place where many had their first
mouthful of spaghetti bolognese, it’s long been the
meeting point for Melbourne society and one of the
reasons dining out has woven itself into the fabric of
this wonderful city.
The Cellar Bar is a place that is always the same in
the best kind of way. It’s a place where you can go
for a comforting favourite dish or something new.
You can go anytime, eat anything. There are no rules
and everybody is welcome. The produce is always
the best, made with love by some of the city’s finest
chefs. Its dark, warm and burnished interior is cosy
and relaxed.
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GUY GROSSI is a celebrated chef and
restaurateur. He is the owner of Grossi
Restaurants including Grossi Florentino, Mirka
Continental Bistro, Merchant Osteria Veneta,
Ombra Salumi Bar and Grossi Trattoria in
Bangkok.
As one of Australia’s leading authorities on
Italian food, Guy has been a judge on My
Kitchen Rules and co-host of Italian Food Safari,
and has appeared on MasterChef Australia.
He also shares his knowledge through his
bestselling books, which include Recipes From
My Mother’s Kitchen, My Italian Heart and
Grossi Florentino–Secrets and Recipes.
Guy is a dedicated philanthropist who is
particularly interested in assisting young
people in need and mentoring others. His
restaurants consistently attract praise but what
gives him the most joy is the satisfaction of
feeding a hungry diner.
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Better than a Bought One
Jo Seagar

Pub date: October 2018
Format: 256pp - 175mm x 245mm
Rights held: World
Imprint: Random House New Zealand

Another great title from the inimitable Jo Seagar!

In this fabulous new book, Jo shows how to put
on great celebration events with minimum effort
and maximum effect.
From a baby shower to a 21st, an office shout
to a winter dinner party, from a high tea to a
wedding, Jo gives great recipes and tips so you
can celebrate in style, without breaking the bank.

JO SEAGAR — dubbed ‘cook of the nation’
by Next magazine — is a hugely successful
bestselling cookbook author and TV cook, famed
for her catch-cries of ‘easy peasy’ and ‘maximum
effect for minimum effort’.
Jo’s promotion of fresh local ingredients with
cooking that should be ‘a doddle’, combined with
her humorous down-to-earth approach, has
endeared her to the nation, with the first edition
of her classic You Shouldn’t Have Gone to So
Much Trouble, Darling selling over 70,000 copies.
A real sense of joy and passion infuses her
approach to cooking: ‘There’s a lot more to food
than getting nutrients.’ As well as her trademark
books on stress-free entertaining, she has
written cookbooks for novice cooks and for
children.

Sales Points
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•

Jo’s two most recent books, Jo Seagar Bakes
and Elbows Off the Table, have sold 10,000
and 6000 copies respectively

•

Hints and tips on how to throw a party
without breaking the bank

•

Fights the assumption, fueled by reality TV,
that it would be too hard to organise events
on your own

•

Full of simple recipes plus inspiring ideas
on table settings, themes, flowers and
invitations

•

Showcases Jo’s lifelong love of entertaining
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The Art of Pasta

Lucio Galletto & David Dale
Pub date: October 2011 (original), July 2018 (updated)
Format: 302pp – 290 x 241mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: United Kingdom (Grub Street Publishing)
Imprint: Lantern Australia

‘Ci facciamo un piatto di pasta!’ (Let’s make a plate
of pasta!)

For more than 35 years, Lucio Galletto has
been serving pasta in his multi award-winning
restaurant in Sydney, while David Dale has been
studying the history and mythology of food. In
The Art of Pasta, they have collaborated with
artist Luke Sciberras to create a pasta bible that
is as practical as it is beautiful.

LUCIO GALLETTO grew up between the tables
of his family’s restaurant on the north-west
coast of Italy, before falling in love with a passing
Australian backpacker and moving to Sydney to
start his own restaurant. For more than 35 years,
multi-awarded Lucio’s has been legendary for
the paintings and sculptures by local artists
that cover its walls, and the silky pasta that is
handmade there every day.
In 2008 Lucio was awarded the Medal of the
Order of Australia ‘for service to the community
through contributions as a restaurateur and
author, and to the support of arts organisations’.
His books include The Art of Traditional Italian, as
well as Soffritto: A Delicious Ligurian Memoir and
Coastline: The Shared Food of Mediterranean
France, Italy and Spain (both with David Dale).

Discover how to make your own plates of pasta,
from flavouring and cutting the dough to rolling
gnocchi and filling tortellini. All the classic
shapes and sauces are here – puttanesca
and passata, rigatoni and ravioli – plus new
favourites to explore.
Let The Art of Pasta take you on an inspiring tour
through the history and regions of Italy with over
160 authentic recipes – and fall in love with pasta
all over again.
The 2018 updated edition includes:
- More than 50 recipes suitable for vegetarians
- Suggestions for pastas best served in summer
and in winter
- Seven regional variations on pesto, using
walnuts, pistachios, orange juice and chilli
- The genuine, original bolognese ragù
- A pasta dessert from 160 BC, with honey and
bay leaves
- The ‘tortegli’ demanded by Michelangelo in the
1500s
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Interval Weight Loss for Life
Nick Fuller

Pub date: September 2018
Format: 288pp – 153mm x 234mm
Rights held: World
Imprint: Penguin Life Australia

Following the success of his bestselling book,
Interval Weight Loss, Dr Nick Fuller is back with
more practical advice to help you lose weight using
his research-based approach.

DR NICK FULLER is a leading obesity researcher
in Australia and has been running the clinical
research program at the Boden Institute, Charles
Perkins Centre in the University of Sydney
for the past decade. He has helped hundreds
of people on their weight-loss and lifestyle
journeys and investigated a broad range of
topics including dietary and exercise programs,
appetite hormones, commercial programs,
complementary and conventional medicines,
medical devices, and weight-loss surgery.

In Interval Weight Loss, Dr Fuller explained we all
have a set weight at which our bodies feel most
comfortable, and those who go on fad diets
often end up regaining the kilos they’ve lost hence the expression ‘battle of the bulge.’
In this companion book Dr Fuller takes
you, stage by stage, through the process of
convincing your body it’s at a new optimal
weight so that you become slimmer and stay
that way. And he answers all the questions
readers have asked him, such as:
•

How should I kick-start the process?

•

What should I do if I find my weight
plateauing?

•

Do I need to avoid certain foods?

•

What should I do now that I’m at my goal
weight?

Dr Nick Fuller in the media

Filled with new nutritious recipes, and helpful,
no-nonsense advice, Interval Weight Loss for
Life provides you with the essential information
that has enabled thousands of people to lose
weight and keep it off. So, if you’re feeling battleweary and are about to give up, then put down
the latest celebrity diet you’re reading and arm
yourself with this book. The battle of the bulge is
almost over.
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August 2017
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Health Your Self
Dr Nic Gill

Pub date: September 2018
Format: 304pp – 153mm x 234mm, full colour
Rights held: World
Imprint: Penguin New Zealand

Take control of your health and wellbeing with the
book that was written with you in mind.

‘This book gives you the knowledge you need
to build your own personal health and fitness
plan – one that works with the life you lead. So
run, jump or dive right in, and find out how to
become your own health guru.’– DR NIC GILL.
In this timely response to troubling health
trends and the overwhelming demands of our
ever-busy lives, Dr Nic Gill tackles many of the
missteps and misconceptions we encounter in
an average day, offering:
• empowering advice
• health hacks
• case studies
• real-life stories
• exercises
• recipes
Incorporating a ton of health, nutrition and
scientific know-how, Health Your Self ditches
fads and instead provides common-sense and
practical solutions. It’s a book that myth-busts,
motivates and will get you moving.

DR NIC GILL is a professional strength and
conditioning coach and an associate professor
in human performance. He is best known for his
work in rugby, with 18 years working in the sport.
For the last 11 years, Nic has been the strength
and conditioning coach for the All Blacks, a
period of unprecedented international success
for the team that has included more than 120
rugby test match wins and World Cup titles in
2011 and 2015.
Beyond rugby, Nic has experience in a variety
of other sports, including work as strength and
power coach for the record-breaking rowers
Eric Murray and Hamish Bond, and strength
and conditioning coach of the NZ Track Cycling
Endurance team leading up to the 2016 Rio
Olympics.
In addition to helping individuals and teams
strive towards high performance, Nic is a
lifestyle and fitness coach for a number of
international corporate organisations and
individuals who take their own health, fitness,
well-being and performance seriously.
Nic continues to study and research many
areas of human performance at the University
of Waikato, constantly refining and evolving his
philosophy for being fit and healthy, and having
the ‘winning edge’ in life and in competition.

Health Your Self makes achieving a healthier,
happier life just that little bit easier.
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Home

Proceeds from the sale of this book will directly
support World Vision’s Child Friendly Spaces,
early childhood and basic education projects in
Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Iraq.

Ben Quilty
Pub date: September 2018
Format: 304pp – 265mm x 245mm
Rights held: World
Imprint: Penguin Australia

BEN QUILTY is an Australian artist and social
commentator.

A collection of drawings by Syrian children, the
most vulnerable victims of a brutal civil war,
curated by Archibald Prize winner Ben Quilty, with
a foreword by Man Booker Prize-winner Richard
Flanagan.

Ben Quilty has assembled this heartbreaking
and awe-inspiring collection of drawings
by Syrian children. These drawings form an
extraordinary testament to the resilience of a
generation of survivors whose childhood has
been shaped by the worst war of our century.
Their art speaks directly to us all as human
beings, and we have an obligation to listen
closely and seriously.
‘I drew my brother, and the areoplane in the sky and the
ambulance’ – Ahmand Jomaa Al Nehma, 6 years old

‘Planes bombing people and there’s
comeone shooting at the plane.’ –
Sharmine Al-Ahmed, 11 years old
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‘The military machines and
aeroplanes destoryed our basement
and our house’ – Wared El Tiba, 10
years old

‘I dream of living on a farm with my
family, because life in a tent is very
hard.’ – Inas, 10 years old.
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A Sporting Chance
Titus O’Reily

Pub date: November 2018
Format: 304pp – 153mm x 234mm
Rights held: World
Imprint: Michael Joseph Australia

Ridiculous Australian tales of sporting stuff-ups
and forgiveness by the bestselling author of A
Thoroughly Unhelpful History of Australian Sport.

‘In sport, the term ‘good bloke’ doesn’t mean
what it says. Like ‘fun run’, it often actually
means exactly the opposite.’ – TITUS O’REILY
Titus O’Reily, the sports historian Australia
neither needs nor deserves, examines why our
nation’s sportspeople are so readily forgiven for
doing terrible things.
With ridiculous tales from Australia’s chequered
sporting history, A Sporting Chance dissects
the scandals big and small, the mistakes made
in covering them up and the path athletes
tread back to redemption. From the Essendon
supplements saga and the sandpaper-loving
Australian cricket team to whatever it is
Nick Kyrgios has done now, Titus reveals the
archetypes at the heart of our greatest sporting
scandals.

Writer and broadcaster TITUS O’REILY was
born in Melbourne and raised by the Sisters of
Collective Misery, a kindly but sombre order who
placed an emphasis on sport above all other
things, including religion.
At the age of eight, Titus set off from Melbourne
for London in a rowboat containing only himself
and a positive attitude, arriving just two months
later thanks to a powerful stroke and favourable
currents. In London, Titus developed a love of
drinking, writing and ice-skating, the last being
something he did professionally across Europe
for almost a decade. Upon returning to Australia,
Titus turned to writing about sport, carving out
a reputation for inaccuracy and being difficult
to work with. Titus’s unique take on sport has
been hailed by some of the most respected
figures in sport as ‘awful’, ‘childish’ and ‘barely
comprehensible’.

There’s the corrupt cop who gave us the race
that stopped a nation and the boxing champion
who refused to train. There’s the cashed-up
businessmen who bankrupted clubs and the
commentators who can’t get their foot out of
their mouth. And of course there’s the good
blokes, like Wayne Carey, Matthew Johns and
Shane Warne, who it seems we’ll forgive for
absolutely anything.
In his rambling and at times incoherent style,
Titus asks the question: are Australians really
that forgiving of their sporting heroes? With the
rise of social media, women’s sport and the drive
towards greater equality, are the good blokes of
Australia’s sporting landscape an endangered
species?
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The Cuba Street Project
Beth Brash and Alice Lloyd

Pub date: November 2018
Format: 272pp - 200mm x 230mm
Imprint: Random House New Zealand

An intimate look at Wellington’s beloved Cuba
Street – the place, the people, the food.

More than just a cookbook. Cuba Street has
many faces. Restaurants, cafés, record shops,
fashion outlets — and the bucket fountain.
BETH BRASH is a foodie and blogger. She knows
the local food scene extremely well, having
immersed herself in it for several years. She
has been the manager of the popular Beervana
festival and is now programme manager for
Wellington On a Plate. She blogs at
eatandgreet.co.nz along with her sister, Alice
Lloyd, a professional photographer.

Ocean: Tales of Voyaging and
Encounter that Defined New
Zealand
Sarah Ell

Pub date: December 2018
Format: 288pp - 250mm x 310mm
Rights held: World
Imprint: Penguin New Zealand

Epic and engrossing, Ocean is a dynamic portrait of
New Zealand and the sea.

Lying in the middle of a vast ocean, Aotearoa
New Zealand was the last habitable land mass
in the world to be settled by humans. Our history
represents the powerful coming-together of
two great seafaring traditions, Polynesian and
European.
Ocean tells the stories of pioneers and trailblazers, from the big names who left their
mark on our history to everyday folk whose
fates were dictated by time and tide. There are
chancers and entrepreneurs, exploiters and
environmentalists, war-makers and lifesavers.
From myth and migration to exploitation
and industry; from the word of God and the
pursuit of money to summer carnivals and
the oldest sporting trophy in the world, these
stories of ships, sailors and seekers show how
our relationship with the sea has been pivotal
throughout our history, while the contemporary
stories of those whose lives are deeply
connected to the ocean bring our maritime past
into the now.
Magnificently illustrated with diverse imagery,
Ocean is a spirited collection of historical tales, a
landmark book about how the ocean has shaped
New Zealand and its people.
SARAH ELL trained as a newspaper journalist
before working in magazines and book
publishing, including a stint as editor of Boating
New Zealand. She is the author of many books,
for both children and adults.
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